The sequence of regional ventricular motion.
The chronology of electrical events that mechanically activate the myocardium has been described as initiating at the level of the septum, spreading to the apex, then to the bodies of both ventricles and eventually to the base of the heart (apex-to base activation). It has recently been suggested that the myocardium is a single muscular band that conforms a double-loop helicoid. Contraction of the myocardium would follow the trajectory of the muscular fibers that originate at the pulmonary artery towards the body of the left ventricle and to the aorta (base-to apex contraction). This would explain the movements of the base of the heart and the twisting motion of the ventricles seen at magnetic resonance studies. Temporal Fourier analysis of equilibrium radionucleide angiocardiography, by studying the topography of the regional myocardial mechanical displacement corresponding to the wave front of electro-mechanical activation, provides information on the sequence of regional ventricular contraction was used in 29 normal individuals to observe the sequence of myocardial motion. Analysis disclosed that the base of the heart first moves (right then left ventricle) and mechanical movement later descends to involve the apex and the septum. These findings are in concordance with the proposed activation of the helical myocardium and open the way to more complex studies. Although electrical activation of the myocardium (QRS complex) follows a septum-apex-body-base of the left ventricle sequence, mechanical activation follows a base-to-apex sequence. This is likely to be related to anisotropic propagation of the electromechanical stimulus throughout the myocardial band once the electrical stimulus has been delivered at the base of the heart.